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present invention generally relates to a transparent circuit substrate, a touch panel, and a touch panel module. More

specifically, the present invention is directed to a technology for imparting a display panel with a high degree of
flexibility using a flexible transparent circuit substrate, and for using the same in a display device such as a liquid

crystal display device, an organic electroluminescence display device, and the like. 2. Description of the Related Art
In recent years, touch panel devices having a display screen for displaying a character, an image, and the like, and a

stylus, or the like, being placed in contact with the display screen to thereby perform inputting, have been
developed. Among such touch panel devices, one having an optical film type display screen as a display screen, and

a scanning sensor (see Japanese Laid Open Patent Application (JP-A-Heisei 11-149541)). However, because the
conventional touch panel device having the aforementioned display screen structure is made of a metal plate such
as an aluminum plate and the like, it is not possible to achieve a flexible touch panel device. As a result, in order to
manufacture a flexible touch panel device, a transparent flexible material such as a resin film is used, for example.
However, in order to reduce the weight of a flexible touch panel device, a problem occurs in that the screen portion

of the device is placed close to the substrate. That is, in the case of touch panel devices having a transparent
substrate, the screen portion is placed in contact with the substrate and held in close proximity. Therefore, when

impact due to the placement in contact with the substrate is applied from the touch panel device to the input device
which is placed in contact with the touch panel device, a
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Crack18Deterministic laser nanolithography by
optimized probe illumination. A new ultrafast laser
nanolithography method based on scanning probe
fabrication is demonstrated. The innovative idea is

to realize an ultrafast laser pulse as a physical
source of the scanning probe and to exploit the

deterministic nature of the nonlinear optical
response of the photosensitive medium, which is

realized by an optimized pump-probe configuration.
In this paper, the technique is demonstrated
experimentally on silicon substrates by using

femtosecond laser pulses at 351 nm and optimizing
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the optical configuration. Experiments are
performed using pulses of 0.55 ns in length and of

27, 27, 54 and 67 microJ pulse energy. Two-
dimensional patterns with different pitches are

generated using the laser pulses. const
fvPatchField& UfvPatchField ( const fvPatch& p,

const DimensionedField& iF ); // * * * * * * * * * * * *
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